A new way of getting controlled spin dependent transport through a two-terminal bridge setup is explored. The system comprises a magnetic quantum ring which is directly coupled to a magnetic quantum wire and subjected to an in-plane electric field perpendicular to the wire. Without directly changing system parameters, one can regulate spin currents simply by tuning the external electric field under a finite bias drop across the wire. For some particular field strengths a high degree of spin polarization can be achieved and thus the system can essentially be utilized as an externally controlled spin polarized device. A detailed comparison of spin current magnitudes obtained from other bridge setups is also examined to make the present investigation a self contained study.
A new way of getting controlled spin dependent transport through a two-terminal bridge setup is explored. The system comprises a magnetic quantum ring which is directly coupled to a magnetic quantum wire and subjected to an in-plane electric field perpendicular to the wire. Without directly changing system parameters, one can regulate spin currents simply by tuning the external electric field under a finite bias drop across the wire. For some particular field strengths a high degree of spin polarization can be achieved and thus the system can essentially be utilized as an externally controlled spin polarized device. A detailed comparison of spin current magnitudes obtained from other bridge setups is also examined to make the present investigation a self contained study. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of spin polarized transport [1] [2] [3] in lowdimensional systems has emerged as one of the most promising area over the last few decades in condensed matter physics due to its potential application in nanoscience and technology 4, 5 . The advancement of nanolithographic techniques along with sophisticated instrumentation facilities have enabled experimentalists to explore spin dependent transport through different tailor made geometries and test their ability in the realization of future nano-scale spin based electronic devices [6] [7] [8] . With the discovery of giant magneto-resistance (GMR) effect 9 in Fe/Cr magnetic multilayers during 1980's a new branch in condensed matter physics, the so-called spintronics, has been developed which deals with the possibilities of exploring electron spin in transport properties. This phenomenon has lead to the revolutionary progress in devices making, data processing, quantum computations and many others [10] [11] [12] [13] . Three most fundamental steps are involved 14, 15 in designing spin based electronic devices those are: injection of spin through interfaces, propagation of spin through material and finally the detection of spin. Quantum confined nanostructures are the ideal candidates for it since they have considerably large spin coherence time. Therefore, the studies associated with spin dependent transport in nanostructures are of great importance from the aspect of theoretical understanding as well as technological progress, especially to design spintronic devices.
In order to design a controllable spintronic device, the most crucial requirement is the generation of polarized spin currents and proper regulation of these currents. Therefore, modeling of spin filter is of great importance. Over the last few years many theoretical [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] as well as experimental [6] [7] [8] 31 works have been done to explore spin dependent transport at nano-scale level and to design efficient spin filter with higher spin polarizability. One common route of developing a spin filter is by using ferromagnetic electrodes 32, 33 though its experimental realization is somewhat complicated since spin injection from these electrodes becomes quite difficult due to large resistivity mismatch. Keeping in mind the above issue, a large section of the existing literature rather suggests to design spin filter device using the intrinsic properties of materials, for example, spin-orbit (SO) interactions [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Usually two types of SO interactions, Rashba and Dresselhaus, are encountered in solid state materials [40] [41] [42] [43] depending on their sources. The Rashba SO coupling in a material is attributed to an electric field that originates from the lacking of structural symmetry whereas, the Dresselhaus SO interaction appears from the bulk 
FIG. 1: (Color online)
. A magnetic quantum wire, sandwiched between two one-dimensional non-magnetic source and drain electrodes, is directly coupled to a magnetic quantum ring. An in-plane electric field E , perpendicular to the wire, is applied to the ring.
inversion asymmetry. Out of these two, Rashba SO interaction has been attracted much attention in the field of spintronics since its coupling strength can be tuned by electrostatic means i.e., applying external gate voltages [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] which provides controlled spin dependent transport and manipulates electronic spin state. In presence of SO coupling polarized spin currents in output terminals of a multi-terminal conductor can be achieved from a completely unpolarized electron beam injected to its input terminal. To date, many works have been done [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] considering different multi-terminal geometries. For example, in 2006, Peeters et al. have analyzed how a simple mesoscopic ring with one input and two output terminals can be utilized as an electron spin beam splitter 49 in presence of Rashba SO coupling. In other work, Kislev and Kim have proposed that a planar T-shaped geometry with a ring resonator provides 50 Rashba SO interaction induced polarized spin currents in output terminals. Among these, many other groups 51, 52 have also put forward different key ideas in this particular realm. But, it should be stressed, unlike multi-terminal bridge systems, only SO coupling is incapable of producing polarized spin current when a sample is coupled to single input and a single output lead i.e., in a two-terminal bridge setup 50 . In presence of SO coupling the timereversal symmetry gets preserved, and hence, it doesn't break Kramer's degeneracy between |k ↑ and | − k ↓ states which results vanishing spin current in the output lead. This degeneracy is broken when the material is subjected to an external magnetic field, and under this situation a two-terminal conductor subjected to SO interaction can exhibit 55, 56 polarized spin current in its output lead. But, this approach is not quite suitable since confining a strong magnetic field in a small region like a quantum dot (QD) or a quantum ring (QR) is extremely difficult. Therefore, further studies are still required to develop a possible route of getting controlled spin selective transmission in a two-terminal geometry.
In the present paper, we propose a theoretical model to realize spin selective transmission through a twoterminal conducting bridge and explore the possibilities to control spin dependent currents externally without directly changing the physical parameters of the system. The model quantum system is designed by a magnetic quantum wire (MQW), sandwiched between two non-magnetic (NM) source and drain electrodes, which is again directly coupled to a magnetic quantum ring (MQR). The ring is subjected to an external electric field and it is the key controlling parameter of our present investigation. The main motivation behind the consideration of this particular geometry is to investigate the interplay of the MQR, which behaves like a correlated disordered ring in presence of external electric field (will be discussed later in the appropriate sub-section), and the MQW to achieve selective spin transport in a twoterminal junction. It is well known that in any magnetic nanostructure there is always a band misalignment between up and down spin electrons irrespective of any external electric field, and therefore, one can get pure spin current upon selecting the Fermi energy to a suitable energy zone. But, for such a nanostructure neither spin current can be controlled efficiently nor large spin current can be achieved. To circumvent these issues we propose a new model, shown in Fig. 1 , where spin current can be tuned systematically by means of external electric field and controlling this field large current can be achieved. We strongly believe that the design of such a system is of great concern in the current era of nanofabrication. Within a tight-binding (TB) framework and based on Green's function formalism we show that selective spin currents are available at the output terminal and their magnitudes can be regulated by means of external inplane electric field. This system also exhibits a high degree of spin polarization for some typical field strengths. Our theoretical results promote practical applications of externally controlled spin polarized quantum devices. Finally, to substantiate the proposed system as an efficient two-terminal externally controlled spin-filter device, here we also compare the spin current magnitudes considering other geometrical systems. Analyzing the results we ensure that the model presented in Fig. 1 is the most suitable one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the model together with theoretical formulations for the calculations. Essential findings are described in Section III. Finally, we summarize our results in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Model and Hamiltonian
Let us begin by referring to Fig. 1 where a MQW, coupled to a MQR, is sandwiched between two semiinfinite one-dimensional NM electrodes commonly known as source and drain. The ring is subjected to an in-plane electric field E, perpendicular to the wire, which controls selective spin transmission across this two-terminal junction. To emphasize the effect of quantum interference on electronic transport we connect the ring to the wire through two vertical bonds, instead of attaching them via a single bond.
Using a tight-binding approach we describe the model quantum system and in the absence of any electronelectron (e-e) interaction this scheme is extremely suitable for analyzing electron transport through a conducting bridge [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . The single particle TB Hamiltonian that includes the MQW, MQR and NM source and drain electrodes can be written as,
where three different terms in the right side represent three distinct regions of the complete system. These terms are elaborately explained as follows.
The first term H c corresponds to the Hamiltonian of the conductor within the electrodes i.e., the ring including the wire. Each site of the ring as well as the wire is associated with a local magnetic moment with amplitude h i (say, for i-th site) and the orientation of such a magnetic moment is specified by the polar angle θ i and azimuthal angle φ i in spherical polar co-ordinate system. The orientations of these local moments can be controlled by applying a magnetic field. Under nearest-neighbor hop-ping approximation the TB Hamiltonian H c becomes, 
In the above expression (Eq. 2), the 1st and 2nd terms are associated with the magnetic quantum ring of N atomic sites, whereas for the magnetic wire containing M atomic sites the 3rd and 4th terms are used, and the last term describes the coupling between them. c gives the site energy and t r corresponds to the nearest-neighbor hopping integral in the ring. Similarly, for the wire they are respectively described by ǫ w i and t w . The factor h i . σ describes interaction of the spin of injected electron to the local magnetic moment placed at i-th site. In order to elucidate the role of quantum interference on electronic conduction, MQR is attached to the MQW by more than a single interaction, as shown in Fig. 1 . Any two atomic sites m and n (not necessarily nearest-neighbor) of the MQR can be connected to the atomic sites p and q of the MQW by two vertical lines to get two different connecting paths between the MQR and MQW. As the essential features of our present investigation can be acquired considering m and n as nearest-neighbor sites (the simplest configuration), we couple the site m of the MQR to the site p of the MQW by a single bond, and similarly, the site n is connected to the site q by another bond (Fig. 1 , for this configuration p and q are also the nearest-neighbor sites). The hopping integral between the sites m and p is described by the parameter λ, and for the other two sites n and q it is also characterized by λ. The main target of this particular geometry is to find the selective and controlled spin transmission and the interplay of energy levels of the ring which is coupled to a quantum wire in presence of a finite bias. This can essentially be done with the help of external electric field which regulates on-site potentials of MQR upon the variation of electric field. In presence of this field, site energy of the MQR becomes field dependent and doing some simple and straight-forward mathematical steps one can get the site energy for a N -site ring as:
, where e gives the electronic charge, a corresponds to the lattice spacing and E measures the electric field strength. This relation can be simplified by introducing the dimensionless electric field strength ξ as ǫ r i = (N t w ξ/2π) cos[2π(i − 1)/N ], where ξ = eaE/t w . In absence of any electric field, local on-site energy ǫ r i of the ring becomes constant, and therefore, we can fix it at zero without loss of any generality. This is exactly what we get from the above relation.
The side attached electrodes are assumed to be semiinfinite, non-magnetic and free from any kind of impurities. We can express them like,
where α = S and D for the source and drain, respectively. In TB framework H α reads as,
with ǫ 
with t c = t c 1 0 0 1 .
B. Transmission probability, junction current and spin polarization coefficient: Green's function approach
To calculate spin dependent transmission probabilities, junction currents and spin polarization coefficient we use Green's function formalism 65, 66 . In this approach, transmission probability T σσ ′ of an injecting electron with spin σ which gets transmitted through the drain electrode with spin σ ′ is written as 65, 66 
′ we get pure spin transmission, while for the other case (σ = σ ′ ) spin flip transmission is obtained. 
, where E is the energy of an injecting electron, and Σ are their imaginary parts. For comprehensive derivations of these self-energy matrices, go through the references 65, 66 . In these pioneering references it is shown that the self-energy can be expressed as a linear combination of real and imaginary parts, where the real part measures the shift of energy levels, while the other part gives the broadening of these levels. The finite imaginary part appears due to incorporation of the semi-infinite electrodes having continuous energy spectrum.
The spin dependent current I σσ ′ passing through the junction can be obtained from the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. It is written as 65, 66 ,
where, f S (E) and f D (E) are the Fermi distribution functions of the source and drain with electro-chemical potentials µ S (= E F + eV /2) and µ D (= E F − eV /2), respectively. E F gives the equilibrium Fermi energy and it can be controlled via external gate voltages. From Eq. 6 we can evaluate pure spin currents (up spin electron gets transmitted as up spin, and similarly for down spin electron which is transferred as a down spin) as well as spin flip currents (up spin electron gets flipped when it reaches to the drain through the bridging magnetic conductor and vice versa) by integrating proper transmission coefficients over a particular voltage window, and eventually, we obtain the net up and down spin currents. These are: I ↑ = I ↑↑ + I ↓↑ and I ↓ = I ↓↓ + I ↑↓ . Finally, spin polarization coefficient of total current is measured from the relation 67, 68 ,
where, ζ σ = I σ /(I ↑ + I ↓ ) describes the spin filter efficiency. The quantities I ↑ and I ↓ can also be derived directly from Eq. 6 by integrating the net up and down spin transmission probabilities those are respectively expressed as T ↑ = T ↑↑ + T ↓↑ and T ↓ = T ↓↓ + T ↑↓ . In our theoretical description all the mathematical expressions are framed considering the quantization direction along the positive z-axis where σ z gets the form:
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the above theoretical formulation, described in Sec. II, we are now ready to present our numerical results for spin dependent transmission probabilities and spin polarization coefficient, and, the effect of in-plane electric field on them. During calculations we fix the electronic temperature of the system to zero. The other common parameters are chosen as follows. Both in the MQW and MQR we assume that all the magnetic moments are aligned along positive z-axis i.e., θ i = 0 and φ i = 0 and they are equal in magnitude (h i = 1 eV for all the magnetic sites i). The site energies in the electrodes (ǫ α l ) and in the magnetic wire (ǫ w i ) are set to zero. For the ring, the site energies (ǫ r i ) are no longer identical since they are field dependent for non-zero electric field as prescribed in our theoretical description. The hopping integrals t r , t w and t c are set to 1 eV, whereas the hopping integral in the electrodes t α l is fixed at 2 eV. Finally, we set the lattice spacing a = 1 A
• .
A. Two-terminal transmission coefficients
We start by analyzing the influence of in-plane electric field on transmission probabilities. The results for net up (T ↑ ) and down (T ↓ ) spin transmission probabilities as a function of injecting electron energy E are depicted in Fig. 2 , where sizes of the MQR and MQW are chosen as N = 42 and M = 20, respectively, and the other physical parameters are set at m = 32, n = 33, p = 10, q = 11 and λ = 1 eV. The transmission spectra exhibit several interesting patterns both for up and down spin electrons which are analyzed as follows. In absence of external electric field the transmission coefficients T ↑ and T ↓ provide sharp resonant peaks (see Figs. 2(a) and (b)) associated with energy eigenvalues of the conductor, and for most of these resonant energies the transmission probability reaches very close to unity. The transmittance spectrum gets significantly modified with external electric field and depending on its strength, low and high, two anomalous features are obtained. At lower value of ξ, say ξ = 1, resonant peaks are broadened and they are separated with non-uniform energy gaps (see Figs. 2(c)  and (d) ). In addition, the heights of some of these resonant peaks are also suppressed compared to the electric field free case, which is noticed by comparing the spectra shown in the top two rows of Fig. 2 . With increasing the field strength, say ξ = 2, some resonant peaks with larger widths (Figs. 2(e) and (f)) are generated across the edges of allowed energy band, but around the energy band centre height of the peaks is reduced enormously. If the field strength is increased further, the features described above get reversed. More resonant peaks appear around the energy band centre with increasing heights (Figs. 2(g ) and (h)) and for large enough field strength gapless spectrum is visible (Figs. 2(i) and (j) ).
Now we try to explain these spectral features physically. The transmission spectrum of a bridge system is directly associated with eigenenergies of the conductor clamped between two electrodes. In absence of any electric field, the conductor within the electrodes behaves like a perfect one since site energies of both the MQR and MQW are identical. For such a perfect conductor the energy levels are conducting in nature and all of them contribute to the electronic transmission which results a large number of resonant peaks in T σ -E spectrum. For non-zero electric field, site energies of the MQR are no longer identical to the MQW since they are now field dependent and none of them are equal in magnitude. Under this situation the MQR is treated as a correlated disordered ring and hence the combined system (MQW including MQR) within the electrodes can be called as an ordered-disordered coupled conductor. In a fully disordered system where all site energies are different localized energy states are expected and they become more localized with increasing the disorderness. While, for an ordered-disordered coupled system a set of conducting states together with localized energy levels are obtained and these conducting states become less conducting with increasing disorderness in the weak disorder regime since these two regions are coupled with each other. The situation is somewhat different in the limit of strong disorder. In this limit, the ordered and disordered regions are almost decoupled from each other, and accordingly, the conducting states which arise from the perfect region i.e., MQW are influenced very weakly by the localized states generated from the MQR. With these peculiar features of energy eigenstates in an ordered-disordered coupled system, depending on the strength of disorderness associated with in-plane electric field, the characteristics properties of T σ -E shown in Fig. 2 can be easily understood. For the lower field strength, less conducting states those are affected by the disordered region contribute to the electronic conduction providing few resonant peaks with reduced amplitudes in the T σ -E spectrum. On the other hand, for large enough electric field electrons get transmitted only through the perfect region (MQW), and therefore, a gapless spectrum with larger amplitude is obtained.
In addition to the above facts it is interesting to note that the up and down spin electrons are allowed to move through distinct energy channels for a wide range of energy which is observed from the spectra given in Fig. 2 . The term h i . σ in the TB Hamiltonian (Eq. 2) is responsible for it and this channel separation suggests us to design the system as a spin filter which we discuss in the forthcoming sub-section. Before that, here we explain the reason behind the channel separation and approximate the magnitude of misalignment of two different energy bands for up and down spin electrons. As already discussed, the transmission characteristic is the net effect of the combined system where MQW is coupled to the MQR. In absence of any external electric field both these two regions contribute to the transmission for their full allowed energy bands since under this condition all the energy levels are conducting in nature. But, as the electric field is switched on the energy eigenstates associated with the MQR start to localize and even for very weak electric field the contributions from these states almost cease to zero (which can be clearly visible from Fig. 15 . Then, the essential contribution comes only from the MQW. Thus, both the nature and width of the T σ -E spectrum are eventually be controlled by the electric field ξ. In order to understand precisely the role of ξ in determining the widths of T σ -E spectrum we have to focus on the nature of energy band widths of the individual systems i.e., MQR and MQW, since depending on ξ either one (for strong ξ) or both of them (for weak ξ) contribute to electronic transmission. It is well known that for an ordered one-dimensional non-magnetic tight-binding ring characterized by on-site potential ǫ (say) and nearest-neighbor hopping integral t (say), the allowed energy band lies within the range ǫ − 2t to ǫ + 2t. Similar energy band is also obtained for an infinite one-dimensional perfect chain characterized by these parameters. Using this analogy we can figure out the energy band widths and also the widths of T σ -E spectra for the sub-systems MQR and MQW including the combined system within the electrodes. To do this we start with the term h i . σ which becomes h z .σ z , since in our formulation we assume that all the magnetic moments are equal in magnitude (h i = h (say) for all i) and they are aligned along the positive zaxis. Now, at ξ = 0, ǫ r i = 0 for all i of the MQR which results a perfect ring, While, the other part i.e., MQW always behaves like a perfect wire irrespective of ξ. This simplification helps us to predict the energy band widths of the sub-systems as follows. For the MQR the range of up spin band is: −h − 2t r to −h + 2t r and for down spin it is: h − 2t r to h + 2t r . While for the MQW, these are approximately as: −h − 2t w to −h + 2t w and h − 2t w to h + 2t w , respectively. Therefore, for the chosen set of parameter values the up spin bands for the individual geometries lie within the range −3 eV to 1 eV, and the range becomes −1 eV to 3 eV for the down spin bands. When these two sub-systems i.e., MQR and MQW couple to each other (by the coupling parameter λ which is fixed at 1 eV) to form a combined system, the above energy bands shift a very little and it results a net energy shift ∼ 2h (= 2 eV). This is exactly reflected in the T σ -E spectra. Certainly, for the non-zero electric field the allowed energy bands get shifted, but then the essential contribution to the electronic transmission comes from the MQW only which results a separation of the order of 2h i.e., 2 eV between the T ↑ -E and T ↓ -E.
B. Spin dependent currents and spin polarization coefficient for different system sizes
Now, we turn to analyze the variation of spin dependent currents together with spin polarization coefficient and the role of external electric field on them for different sizes of the MQR and MQW. With these characteristics the basic features of electron transmission can be understood in a much deeper way.
As illustrative example, in Fig. 3 we plot the spin dependent currents I ↑ and I ↓ , and spin polarization coef- ficient P as a function of applied bias voltage for different field strengths when the Fermi energy is kept fixed at E F = −1.75 eV. The results computed for three distinct values of dimensionless electric field strength ξ are shown in (a)-(c), and finally, the up spin currents presented in these three spectra are placed together in (d) to compare their amplitudes properly at different field strengths. From the spectra it is observed that the current for down spin electrons drops exactly to zero (dotted curve) for the entire voltage region, while a finite current (solid curve) is obtained for the other spin electrons. It reveals that electrons with only up spin are allowed to move from the source to drain through the conductor, whereas down spin electrons are totally blocked. The reason is that, setting the Fermi energy at E F = −1.75 eV when we apply bias voltage only up spin channels appear within the voltage window and they contribute to the current, but no conducting channel for down spin electrons is available which yields a vanishing down spin current. This phenomenon leads to the possibility of getting spin filtering action using this bridge setup. The efficiency of spin filtration is depicted by the polarization curve which shows P = 1 throughout the bias window. This is expected since for the bias window down spin current ceases exactly to zero, while finite up spin current is obtained which yields perfect spin polarization (as clearly seen from Eq. 7). Thus, our proposed quantum system can be utilized as a perfect spin filter for a wide voltage window.
The effect of in-plane electric field on spin current is quite interesting. For a fixed conductor-to-electrode coupling, described by the physical parameter t c , the up spin current is enhanced significantly with increasing the dimensionless field strength ξ (see Fig. 3(d) ). This enhancement of current amplitude can be attributed following the transmittance-energy spectra (left column of Fig. 2 ) since current is evaluated by integrating the transmission function (Eq. 6). The area under the transmis-sion curve gets increased with the field strength which results larger current across the bridge system. Usually, the current enhancement takes place by the coupling parameter t c in any bridge system 65, 66, 69, 70 , but in our setup we perform it externally with the help of in-plane electric field without directly changing other physical parameters of the system. It emphasizes that the presented system can be utilized as an externally controlled spin based quantum device. An exactly similar behavior is also obtained for the down spin electrons when we set the Fermi energy E F = 1.75 eV. The variation of up and down spin currents along with the spin polarization coefficient are presented in Fig. 4 considering the identical parameter values as taken in Fig. 3 . From the spectra illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 we can predict that by tuning the Fermi energy to a suitable energy zone selective spin transfer can be achieved through our proposed two-terminal bridge setup.
The characteristic features of spin resolved currents (I ↑ and I ↓ ) including the spin polarization coefficient (P ) as a function of external bias for other system sizes of the MQR and MQW are qualitatively similar to those with the bridge setup where N and M are fixed at 42 and 20, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4) . The results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for different strengths of the dimensionless electric field ξ and they are worked out for N = 100 and M = 40. Observations of these spin dependent currents together with spin polarization for different system sizes (see Figs. 3-6) clearly suggest that the results are quite robust, and thus, can be utilized to achieve spin selective currents as well as high degree of spin polarization in a two-terminal geometry.
C. Effect of λ on spin currents and spin polarization coefficient
In order to elucidate the role played by the ring-towire coupling λ on spin polarization and spin selective transmissions, in Figs. 7 and 8 we present the results for a bridge setup with N = 150 and M = 50 considering different values of λ. In Fig. 7 the results are shown when the Fermi energy is fixed at E F = −1.85 eV, while it is 1.85 eV for the other figure (Fig. 8) . From the spectra it is observed that the selective spin current (up or down), associated with the choice of Fermi energy, gradually decreases with increasing the strength λ. In presence of finite electric field, the coupling between the ordered (MQW) and disordered (MQR) regions gets enhanced with increasing the coupling parameter λ. Therefore, the ordered states generated from the MQW are more affected by the disordered states appearing from the MQR for higher λ which results lower current. All the other characteristic features remain qualitatively similar to those as discussed in the previous sub-section. To demonstrate the crucial role of external electric field on regulation of spin current amplitude across the junction shown in Fig. 1 , now it is interesting to compare spin dependent currents computed for zero and non-zero field cases. First we focus on the results given in Fig. 9 where spin dependent currents are computed for two different field strengths, ξ = 0 and ξ = 3, setting the Fermi energy E F = −1.85 eV. The results are very significant. For ξ = 0, the up spin current becomes two small (solid blue line), while it rises to a large value for the non-zero field (green line). This enhancement of current amplitude can be justified from our previous analysis. As noted in sub-section B, we see that in the zero field limit both the MQR and MQW contribute to the current where the transmission spectrum exhibits sharp resonant peaks which provide a sufficiently small current upon integrating the transmission function. On the other hand, for non-zero and moderate field strengths transmittanceenergy spectrum looks like as obtained in a conventional magnetic wire with broader resonant peaks which results a larger current across the junction. The nature of van- ishing down spin currents and perfect spin polarization shown in this figure (Fig. 9) can be easily understood from the earlier analysis. Similar arguments are also given to explain the results plotted in Fig. 10 where we set E F = 1.85 eV.
These observations (Figs. 9 and 10) can be summarized by stating that the I σ -V behavior is highly sensitive to the external electric field and can be utilized to design tailor made spintronic devices. The results analyzed so far are worked out for the model geometry shown in Fig. 1 where the electrodes are attached to the MQW. Now, to inspect the pivotal role played by the MQW finally in this sub-section we present a comparative study of spin current magnitudes considering two other different bridge setups with respect to Fig. 1 . They are schematically shown in Figs. 11 and 14, respectively. In one case, the source and drain are attached to the MQR (see Fig. 11 ), instead of the MQW, and within these electrodes the setup remains unchanged as taken in Fig. 1 . While, in the other case only the MQR is taken into account within the electrodes (see Fig. 14) to form a simple two-terminal bridge setup. Now we describe the results for these setups one by one. In Figs. 12 and 13 the variation of spin dependent currents (I ↑ and I ↓ ) along with spin polarization coefficient P as a function of applied bias voltage V are shown for two distinct values of the field strength ξ. 13), two observations are noteworthy. First, the current amplitudes for non-zero fields are too small compared to the current obtained in the model Fig. 1 . Second, even for a slight increment of field strength ξ current amplitude reduces very sharply, unlike the initial configuration i.e., Fig. 1 with increasing ξ. These features can be explained as follows. As stated, the MQR behaves like a correlated disordered system in presence of non-zero field ξ since ǫ r i 's are now field dependent, and therefore, the combined system can be regarded as an ordered-disordered coupled system. Thus, in the bridge given in Fig. 11 , an electron which is coming from the source gets injected into the disordered region (MQR) and after traversing throughout the material (MQR and MQW) it eventually leaves from the disordered part (MQR) to enter into the drain. The width of disorderness becomes wider with the field strength ξ and hence the energy levels associated with the MQR become more localized which lead to the reduced current across the junction. Comparing the results shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , it is observed that the current amplitude decreases significantly even for a small increment of ξ (from 0.3 to 0.32), and if we increase ξ further current practically disappears. This scenario is exactly opposite what we get in our previous geometry. In that model (Fig. 1 ) the ordered region (MQW) gradually decouples from the localized region (MQR) with increasing ξ and the probability of traversing electrons through the ring also decreases which leads to enhanced spin current. Thus, by tuning ξ we eventually enhance the probability of traversing electron through the wire which results larger current in the junction (Fig. 1 ), which is no longer possible if the electrodes are coupled directly to the ring (Fig. 11 ) instead of the wire as clearly seen from our results given in Figs. 12 and 13. The existence of MQW does not provide any new significant behavior on spin dependent currents when the electrodes are coupled to the MQR, since for such a configuration electrons are eventually entering into the drain from a correlated disordered region for non-zero ξ. To corroborate this fact, in Figs. 15 and 16 we present the behavior of spin dependent currents including spin polarization coefficient for the junction configuration given in Fig. 14 , where the ring is not attached to any MQW. Comparing the results of Figs. 12, 13, 15 and 16, we predict that the current-voltage characteristics show very less sensitivity on the MQW when the electrodes are coupled to the MQR. Thus, in short, we can emphasize that to design a tailor made spin based quantum device the proposed quantum system given in Fig. 1 is the most suitable one.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To conclude, in the present work we address a new approach of getting spin selective transmission through a non-magnetic -magnetic -non-magnetic bridge system based on Green's function formalism. The magnetic system consists of a quantum ring which is directly coupled to a quantum wire and subjected to an in-plane electric field. From our results we find that the transmission spectrum gets significantly influenced by the electric field which directly reflects the current-voltage characteristics. Tuning the Fermi energy to a suitable energy zone a high degree of spin polarization (∼ 100%) can also be achieved for a wide range of bias voltage for this setup. Our theoretical analysis promotes practical applications of externally controlled spin polarized quantum devices.
All the results presented in this communication are worked out at absolute zero temperature though its finite temperature extension is quite trivial. But, the thing is that at finite (low) temperatures no new phenomenon will appear since the thermal broadening of energy levels is too weak compared to the energy level broadening caused by the coupling of the bridging conductor to the side attached electrodes 65, 66 . Before we end, it should be noted that to investigate spin selective transfer through this two-terminal geometry we compute all the numerical results considering some typical values of the physical parameters. But, all the physical phenomena studied here remain absolutely invariant for any other choices of the physical parameters describing the system. These features certainly demand the robustness of our analysis and give us confidence to propose an experiment in this line.
